Abstract-Based on the stochastic rolling force data from aluminum hot strip tandem mill, the ARMA time series model and the stochastic excitation power spectral density (PSD) model are established, and the stochastic rolling forces excitation model is established by utilizing Levenberg-Marquardt combined with generalized global planning algorithm. A two dimensional stochastic nonlinear dynamical model of rolls is presented considering the stochastic factor of the rolling force. The Hamilton function is also described as one dimension diffusion process by using stochastic average method, the singular boundary theory was taken for analyzing the global stochastic stability of the system, and the system's stochastic stability was researched by solving the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equation. The results show that the stochastic excitation model obtained has significance for analyzing and researching stochastic dynamics characteristics to the system, and also generalized energy H in the range of 0.02 to 0.4, the system's response has the minimum transition probability density, and the system state is not easy to change, therefore the system generalized energy H should be to limit in this range in the design and operation of the rolling mill.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern large-scale mill has been developed into very complicated system combined with rolling technology, computer technology, sensing technology, hydraulics and automatic control technology. It is needed the good dynamic performance to rolling mill for precision, high velocity, heavy load and automation, and a series operation, maintenance and adjusting measure also must be perfected for ensuring the stable operation of the equipment. So far it is not perfect for studying on the dynamic performance of the rolling mill, and there has no determining evaluation criteria to the dynamic performance of the rolling mill. In fact, with the increasing complexity of the system, the higher rolling speed and the various new technology applied in the rolling mill, the causes of rolling mill vibration is more complex. The vibration occurred in rolling can greatly deteriorate the quality of the product, and cause the deviation of the rolling even strip breakage. It can serious threat to the safety of mill equipment. Therefore, the theory and research to vibration of rolling mill has become an integral component of the mill designing and operating.
There have so many factors can induced vibration, such as rolling part (geometric and physical properties), rolling technology (such as pickling, rolling reduction, rolling speed, tension, roll shape, roller surface roughness and rolling solution etc.), rolling equipments (such as designing mill, manufacture precision, installation accuracy, abrasion etc.), control system (such as electric drive control, hydraulic screw down control, tension control, transducer accuracy, signal delay etc.). In fact, all of the factors can induced the vibration of rolling mill above mentioned, which make the vary of the rolling forces, and excite the rolling equipment system ,and further makes the rolling equipment system vibrations. However, so far there also different knowledge about the vibration cause to the rolling equipment system.
A lot of useful work has been done in rolling mill and rolling technology using time series method. Zhu Xiang-yang, Yang Shu-zhi etc. investigated the nonlinear vibration of machining and identification method of exponential autoregressive model, and analyzed the sampling signal, and established its exponential autoregressive model, obtained the parameters varying range of the system stability, it is concluded that when the parameters satisfy certain conditions, the EAR model can be used to investigate the limit circle of system's nonlinear vibration [1] . Lu Yong and Wang Zhi-gang established the time series model to the rolling mill vibration signal, and investigated the modeling method of nonlinear autoregressive moving average，and deduced the vibration severity model of rolling mill [2] . Xiong Si-bo etc. presented a dynamic analyzing and modifying method based on multiple parameters test simultaneously, the cause of self-excited vibration and the way to eliminate it can be analyzed by the ARX parameter model established, the ARX parameter model takes the hydraulic AGC system servo valve current as the input of model, and the output the roll displacement sensor feedback signal [3] . Yang Jing-ming etc .investigated the close-loop control system of rolling mill for the identification and analysis, established the time series model, their model takes servo-valve current as the input and the output the feedback signal of roll gap transducer, analyzed the identifiably of the rolling mill and Regulator parameters on the results of identification [4] . Wu huai-yu etc. established the ARMA time series model of strip tension, and analyzed the time domain characteristics, revealed the dynamic characteristics of the strip time series model, and established the foundation for the strip tension identification and parameter estimation of the ARMA time series model [5] .
So far, the rolling mill's random excitation model was not established, and its dynamic characteristics under random excitation were not investigated. One of this paper's intent is focusing on the rolling mill's dynamic characteristic under random excitation through establishing the time series model, and the random excitation model. Aluminum strip/foil mill rollers stability of rolling mill is the key factor for high-speed rolling, improving quality of aluminum foil product and extending the life of the components. This is the second intent of this paper.
Usually to improve the quality of aluminum strip/foil rolling process should be strictly formulated rules and parameters set within the rolling process control, determined the fluctuations scope of the process parameters and predict the reliability of the warranty specified limits. To solve these problems, the stochastic analysis of rolling process is a promising treatment approach.
Currently, the researching to vertical vibration of rolling mill rolls mainly focused on the third-octave-mode chatter and five-octave-mode chatter, which has been published a lot of literatures at home and abroad. These studies are almost belonging to the linear and nonlinear vibration based on determining parameters, and there was no vertical nonlinear random-related vibration about rollers. Therefore, investigating the stability and reliability of the mill by taking into account the nonlinear stochastic characteristics of rolling force under the rolling mill vibration process, and deducing the four-high stand stability of nonlinear random vertical vibration discrimination method and numerical calculation, It has important theoretical significance and technical value for improving product accuracy , providing theory and practice foundation and the modernization technological innovating to rolling aluminum foil and strip mill [6~8].
II. ROLLING MILL FORCE MEASUREMENT AND DATA ACQUISITION-PROCESSING
The "1+4" aluminum strip/foil rolling tandem mill was imported from abroad in nineties of last century by Chinese Southwest Aluminum Company, used for rolling aluminum strip/foil that less than 8mm thickness and mainly consist of one roughing mill and four finishing mills, shown in Figure 1 . In general, abnormal vibration of rolling mill line usually occurs in the third-stand (F3) [9, 10] and then forward and reverse pass to the other. Therefore, the vast amounts of data were gathered and tested to the third-stand mill, and the data were processed primarily by smoothing and eliminating trend etc [11, 12] .
A. Eliminating Trend
The data obtained by vibration testing usually changes against the baseline, even the value of deviation from the baseline would change with time. The deviations from baseline over time is called signal trend. The trend directly affects the accuracy of the signal, and should be eliminated.
The sampling data {x k }(k=1, 2, 3,…, n) is equal time intervals, the polynomial function:
Determining the undetermined coefficient a j (j=0, 1… m), making minimum square error of the functionx k and the discrete datax k , and creating linear equations:
Solving the equations above, it can determine the m+1 undetermined coefficients a j (j=0, 1… m). Where, m is the order of the polynomial, and its value range 0≤j≤m, especially, when m=0 or 1, they are constant trend and linear trend respectively, when m≥3 the curve trend.
The formula to eliminate trend is ŷ
In practical signal processing, it usually takes m=1~3 eliminating the polynomial trend to the sampling data.
B. Smoothing
One purpose of the sampling data smoothing is to eliminate irregular random noise signal, improve the smoothness of the curve vibration; the second is to eliminate the irregular trend. In both cases above, it all can be processed by moving average method.
Three five-point sampling data smoothing method can be used to smooth sampling signals in time and frequency domain. To time-domain data processing can reduce the mixing of the high-frequency random noise, and frequency-domain data can smooth the spectral curve, so the better fitting results can be got in parameter identification. The original data processed shows in Figure 2 .
Figure2. Original rolling force signal, elimination trend and smoothing signal.
III. TIME SERIES MODEL of ROLLING FORCE and ROLLING STOCHASTIC EXCITATION MODEL
A large number of experimental results show that the rolling force changes with a significant random characteristics. This random characteristic shows that rolling force time history curve measured is not the same under the same conditions. Large numbers of literature focused on the ocean wave force model, the earthquake ground acceleration model, the driving dynamic model of the uneven pavement acting on the moving vehicle chassis, and so on. These random dynamic load model established promote the application of random vibration theory and the development, and further reveal deeply the mechanism of structure vibration. So to say, stochastic excitation model is the essential for random vibration analysis [13] . However, in published literatures, there have not seen the rolling force stochastic excitation model, it has seriously hampered the exploration of the mechanism of rolling mill vibration and vibration suppression of rolling mill.
The stochastic excitation model is divided into two major categories of stationary and non stationary. As the rolling mill random noise factors by many uncertainties, it can be assumed to have the normal characteristics. A large number of experimental results show that the rolling force is stationary random process. For the stationary stochastic excitation model, as long as the mean and correlation function, or mean and spectral density determined, the statistical properties can be fully determined. The ARMA model built up based on the dynamic signal time series {x k } (k=1, 2, 3… n) is most basic, widely used. It not only reveals the structure of dynamic signals, but also can investigate the basic characteristics of dynamic systems. Therefore, this article first established the rolling force ARMA time series models based on the measured signal, and obtained the stochastic excitation model of rolling force.
A. Rolling Force Time Series Model
According to the time series modeling theory [14] , for any time series {x k } (k=1, 2, 3,…, n) of stationary random process, it can be fitted to a mathematical model that the white noise as the input, its general form be the ARMA (p, q) model, it can be expressed as
Where, φ i is autoregressive coefficient (i=1, 2… p); θ j the moving average coefficient (j=1, 2… q); p and q the order of autoregressive and moving average parts respectively; and x k the output time series (k=1, 2… k).
Introducing the backward shift operator B to Eq. 4, the Eq.4 can be expressed simply as follows ( ) ( )
From the dynamic coefficient modeling strategy, first estimating the inverse function of model shown in Eq. 5, and determining the initial value (initial estimate) of {φ i } and {θ j } by the inverse function, and the model parameters can be estimated by the nonlinear damping least square method to meet the smallest residual sum of square, and finally determining the model order combining with the AIC, BIC, F criteria etc.
According to the measured vibration test data from the site, finally obtaining the ARMA (12, 10) model as follows 
B. Rolling Stochastic Excitation Model
The rolling stochastic excitation model mainly refers to its rolling force power spectrum model for investigating the stochastic dynamic characteristics of rolling mill and rolling process. The power spectrum model includes frequency components of the system, and each frequency corresponds to the magnitude of the total power spectrum. Comparing with the time-domain analysis, it can further reveal the structure and laws of the rolling force signal itself, and can extract information about the characteristics. Owing to the Time series spectral estimation based on model identification and parameter estimation on the output time series data of the system. So, the power spectrum characteristics can be computed by using the timing series model obtained. It overcomes the inherent shortcomings in traditional FFT spectrum analysis, such as spectral leakage, side lobe, low resolution; weak signals submerged and improve the frequency resolution. Transforming ARMA (12, 10) of the rolling force, finally obtaining the bilateral power spectrum as follows 2 
Where, (-1/2△)≤f≤(1/2△). For practical engineering, the general unilateral power spectrum is used. According to the dual function characteristics of bilateral power spectrum and the sided normalized power spectrum of rolling force can be obtained as follows
Where, 0≤f≤1/2△, σ is the variance of rolling force.
The power spectrum estimated by timing series model and periodogram to the rolling force show in Figure 3 , Figure 4 , the dominant frequency are all 50 Hz. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show that the power spectrum estimated by time series model is smooth, clear than the periodogram method.
Although the precise power spectrum expression can be derived based on the time series model, but the expression is complex, and the parameters physical meaning are not clear. Therefore, it is necessary fitting a rolling force power spectrum of expression that the physical meaning of parameters certainly, relatively simple, convenient application, that is, rolling force stochastic excitation model. According to Figure 
IV. ROLL'S TWO DEGREES of FREEDOM (MECHANICS) MODEL
Four-high mill vertical vibration inherent characteristic is the important to design and operating the modern rolling mill. Therefore, comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the natural frequency and vibration characteristics of four-high mill vibration is basic condition for analyzing the vibration of rolling mill.
Analyzing the four-high mill system vertical vibration, as the study's focus is different; the different simplified model should be adopted. According to the interesting and accuracy needed, it is usually simplified the system to a single degree of freedom, two degrees of freedom, four degrees of freedom, or six degrees of freedom vibration systems etc. To facilitate the analysis, considering the symmetry of the upper and lower rolls of four-high mill, the two degrees of freedom vertical vibration model was adopted, shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . Four-high mill's two degrees of freedom vertical vibration model.
In Figure5, Y 1 (t) is the absolute displacement of work roll, and Y 1 (t) is the absolute displacement of back roll, and X(t) is the excitation of strip roughness, which can be considered as the Gaussian white noise with zero mean and 2D intensity. k 1 is the nonlinear contact stiffness between work rolls and strip/foil, the k 1 consists of two parts, one is the rigidity of the mean roll gap 1 k , and the second is the fluctuating amount of stiffness within the roll gap △k 1 cosωt, paralleling the two on behalf of the actual value of the roll gap stiffness. Supposing the k p is mean stiffness of rolling part, △k p cosωt on behalf of the fluctuates in stiffness, and in parallel the k p and △ k p cosωt on behalf of the actual value of the rolling stiffness, and then series with elastic flattening of work roll stiffness k 1 *, that is
Respectively, k 2 is the contact stiffness, and c 2 the contact damping between the work roll and backup roll, k 3 and c 2 the stiffness and damping determined by frame, screw-down structure, and the bearing block of back roll, in fact, it is the contact stiffness and contact damping between rolls and frame. The m 1 and m 2 are the mass of work roll and backup roll respectively.
Lists the vibration equation 
The Hamilton function of the dynamical system can be expressed as
Where, 2 
Where, i, j, k=1, 2; j, k are the sum tag from the Eq. 15 
" "sense that the product of Stratonovich, B i (t) (i=1, 2 …) is the independent Wiener diffusion process.
According to the definition and characteristic of quasi-non-integrable-hamiltonian systems, the dynamical system converges in probability 1 to one-dimensional Ito diffusion process
Where, B (t) is Standard Wiener process, m (H) and σ (H) are the Ito stochastic process drift coefficient and diffusion coefficient respectively. The stochastic average method of quasi-non-integrable hamiltonian systems is adopted [15] . The stability of dynamic behavior of rolling mill is critical for ensuring final product quality [16] ; therefore, the system stability under random excitation probability of research is very significant.
For one-dimensional Ito stochastic diffusion process Eq. 19, it can be used to investigate the global stochastic stability by singular boundary theory. The stochastic stability of the system can be judged by diffusion index α s , drift index β s and characteristics of indicators c s . H is generalized energy of the system, and Hs the global energy boundary. The subscript s=R, L, and they denote the right boundary and left boundary respectively.
When H→Hs, it meets the following conditions 
Where, 0 is the small number of marker.
The left boundary H=0 is the point to make σ 2 (H) =0, so it is the first class of singular boundary. From the Eq. 21 and 22, it can be derived that the diffusion index α L =1 the drift index β L =0 and the characteristics of indicators c L =4 respectively, so H=0 is the boundary to the inside. The right boundary H=∞ makes the m (H) infinity, and its diffusion α R =1, β R =0, respectively, it is the second class singular boundary, and also the boundary to the inside. The left and right boundaries are the entire boundary to the inside, so the all of tracks are from the border into the interior, the system must have a stationary solution [17] . The Figure 6 shows the distribution of the Hamilton function of the system in the whole range border. Mr. FENG is a member of institute of linear electric machine and drives, Henan Province, China. In recent years, he participates in 5 provincial and 2 country research projects, published more than 8 academic papers.
